Open Borders are a Key Part of the New Democrats'
Scheme to Rule America Forever
by Richard A. Viguerie

The answer to the question about open borders is straightforward: POWER!
It’s simple really. More dependent people necessitates a ‘need’ for more
government. And more government means “free stuff” to gain and keep votes.
The New Democrats know that by bribing immigrants with promises of
healthcare, education, food stamps, etc. the same way they do everyone else, they
can create dependents. And that converts into a whole new class of Democrat
voters who will vote blue for life.
But it’s much deeper than that.
In fact, the 2020 election is the whole ball game for conservatives and all other
patriotic Americans who value our way of life.
And here’s why:
Yes, more voters supporting New Democrats currently in office and electing
more New Democrats is important to the radical Left. But they need those votes to
begin the transformation of America into a socialist country.

For the New Democrats, The End Justifies the Means
The New Democrats will go after anyone who tries to prevent the nation from
fully ambracing socialism. It’s Green New Deal or bust – no half-measures.
There will be no incremental approach to healthcare in a party that has somehow
convinced millions that Medicare-for-All will be paid for by the rich.
In turn, a massive influx of up to 137 million Americans and some 20 million
illegals overnight into an already over-burdened and almost bankrupt Medicare
system will completely bankrupt Medicare.
The issue soon becomes, as Margaret Thatcher put it, “You eventually run out of
other people’s money.” At which point the existing system collapses.
With healthcare destroyed, the New Democrats will rush to create a single-payer
system fully controlled by the federal government – no private insurance allowed.

You will only get the coverage the New Democrats deem necessary.
America’s seniors, who have paid all their lives into Medicare and sacrificed so
much for our country, would be most at risk; waiting six months or longer to see a
doctor, or to receive life-saving surgery.

If the GOP/Conservatives Lose in November,
We May Never Win Another National Election
The New Democrats, with millions of new voters and support, will waste little
time in their effort to lock-out Republicans/conservatives from ever winning
another national election, as well as other federal and statewide elections, by:
• Eliminating the Electoral College.
• Redistricting to create Democrat-friendly Congressional districts.
• Unleashing widespread voter fraud by expanding universal vote-by-mail.
• Adding millions of undocumented immigrants to the voter rolls every
year.
• Packing the Supreme Court with liberal judges to overturn elections, and
• Allowing felons and sixteen-year olds to vote.
So, the first step of the New Democrats' plan is to neuter the one agency
responsible for enforcing border security – Immigration and Customs Enforcement
(ICE). They want to make it easy for illegals who cross to stay in the country. That
means no border wall of any kind.
In fact, the New Democrats all support "sanctuary cities" that actively protect
illegals from deportation. And they want to grant every illegal in the country
amnesty so they can give them the right to vote.

For the New Democrats – You are the Problem
That’s because the New Democrats believe Trump-voting Americans stole the
presidency from Hillary Clinton. So, the Left, through their “open borders” policy
scheme, plan on replacing the electorate with poor people dependent on Democrat
handouts who they can buy off to vote illegally for Democrat candidates.

Those on the left believe they are on the side of all that is right and
just. Therefore, anything they do, no matter how illegal, unjust, or plain wrong, in
service of the goal to win back their right to govern, is justified.
And if they can’t win elections fairly, they will cheat, because only by obtaining
absolute power can the New Democrats save America from Americans – and that
means they will support open borders at all costs.
Go to DONATE NOW to help FedUp PAC BRAND the New Democrats as
power-hungry, open borders, elitist socialists with a generous gift.

